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General Data
Country

Germany

Name of municipality

Bitterfeld-Wolfen

Area in km²

86

Inhabitants

41.000

Contact Person
Name

Steve Bruder

Telephone

+49 3494 6660620

E-Mail

steve.bruder@bitterfeld-wolfen.de

Website

www.bitterfeld-wolfen.de

Short Presentation of your Community
Please shortly describe
your municipality or city.
(max. 2,000 characters)

Bitterfeld-Wolfen, the green industrial city by the lake, is one of the biggest cities
in Saxony-Anhalt and was formed in 2007 by the voluntary association of the
cities of Bitterfeld and Wolfen as well as the surrounding municipalities of
Greppin, Holzweißig, and Thalheim plus Bobbau in 2009. Even today, the city
Bitterfeld-Wolfen epitomizes a unique symbiosis of nature and recreation, living
and industry all very close to one another. One of the area-wise largest chemical
estates in Europe can be found here. Bitterfeld-Wolfen is one of the leading
industrial centers in central Germany. The city has 10 industrial and business
parks with over 1,300 hectares of effective area and is therefore the largest
industrial area at one stretch in Germany. The industrial parks are the innovative
centers of the regional economy. In the ChemiePark (chemical industrial park)
alone there are now about 360 enterprises with a total of 11,000 employees.
Enterprises settled here appreciate the advantages and synergies of the materials
association within the ChemiePark. There are also successful engineering
enterprises in the metal processing industry as well as foil and glass industry.
These form, together with the photovoltaic industry settled in the TechnologiePark
Mitteldeutschland (Technological Industrial Park Central Germany), the core
competencies and therefore the spine of the location. Another focus is the
research of sustainable processes. An outstandingly equipped technology center

Key Industries | Industry Structure
Please name some of
the key industries in your
community.

- metal processing industrie
- foil and glass industrie
- chemical industrie
- photovoltaic and automotive industrie
- Industrial Service Providers

Desired Partnership Region
Please name some of
the regions, cities,
municipalities, or other
partners you would like
to work with.

Existing Partnership cities:
- Dzershinsk (Russia)
- Kamienna Góra (Poland)
- Vierzon and Villefontaine (France)
- Witten and Marl (Germany)
We have no restrictions for new partnerships to work with!!!

Desired Themes or Topics of Cooperation
Please name some of
the themes or topics you
would like to focus on in
an international
partnership.

- demographic change
- energy and climate change
- education
- industrial settlement
- mobility (e-mobility)

Status of Europeanization/ Internationalization
Please describe the current status of your community regarding europeanization/ internationalization.
International twinning
(city level) and/or
membership in
european/ international
networks

Existing Partnership cities:
- Dzershinsk (Russia)
- Kamienna Góra (Poland)
- Vierzon and Villefontaine (France)

Participation in EUprograms and/or general
experience

Currently we are applying for the EFRE structural funding program concerning
climate change etc. Until today we never applied for EU action programs.

Priorities of your
community's
development concept
and/or your
europeanization/
internationalization
strategy

so far no internationalization strategy in our development concept

